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AERO COLOR® Professional: 
"Big and Brilliant!" with Evan Woodruffe

Hello, my name is Evan Woodruffe, I’m an artist living in New 
Zealand and exhibiting in the Asia Pacific region. I think of my work as 
a baroque abstraction, described by writer Lucinda Bennett as being 
Wet Maps, “living, breathing ecosystems, and visualisations of a new 
kind of urbanism.(1)

(1) Bennett, L. (2016). Wet Maps: Evan Woodruffe's Painted Networks, Art New Zealand 157

I work mostly on canvas, which I sometimes prime using Schmincke 
Primer 2, as its slightly absorbent nature gives me a longer working 
time and the brilliant white increases the brilliance of my colours.

I also use the raw side of primed linen, as the natural colour gives 
my colours a wider tonal range. I prepare this with Schmincke 
Transparent Primer, sanded with 600 grit paper after applying three 
coats, so it’s smoother.

For these paintings, I use predominantly Schmincke AERO COLOR® 
Professional, the most versatile acrylic colour I have found. It is a 
liquid acrylic with incredible colour strength and high adhesive 
qualities. AERO COLOR® Professional adapts to many applications, 
and is central to my process in creating these large paintings. 
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While the surface of the canvas is wet, AERO COLOR® Professional 
can be dropped onto it directly from the pipette to bleed and blossom. 
For smaller works, I use the 28 ml bottles – here the Cobalt Blue, 
which granulates in the canvas weave, and Red Orange which is 
incredibly intense.

For my initial layer, I mix a solution of water and Schmincke AERO 
Medium to paint on to the surface prior to applying colour. The AERO 
Medium adds strength to the water so the weak film doesn’t bead 
up – it maintains a continuous film across the canvas.

For larger works, like this multi- panel painting, I use the 1 liter bottles 
of AERO COLOR® Professional and squirt directly onto the wet 
canvas. Each colour has its own way of reacting with others – some 
colours push their way into the next, mainly depending on pigment 
size. Magenta pushes into Cobalt Blue, turning it various delightful 
shades of violet.
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Turning the canvas this way and that causes the colours to run 
together, mixing and creating a random background for me to work 
on.  Even with several hues blending together and in some cases 
becoming dark grey tones, the colours stay clear due to the purity of 
the AERO COLOR® Professional pigmentation.

For large works, this tilting of the canvas becomes very physical and 
is best done outside on a fine day!

Okay, that was the easy part… Now, all that colourful background gets 
painted over using mostly AERO COLOR® Professional, with some 
more solid areas using Schmincke Finest Artists' Acrylic PRIMAcryl®. 
It is during this long process that the versatility of AERO COLOR® 
Professional becomes so important to me. 
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The fluid nature of AERO COLOR® Professional suits specialist 
brushes, such as the da Vinci Vario-Tip, allowing me to create textures 
quickly and effectively. For more drawn detail, I use AERO COLOR® 
Professional through the AERO COLOR® Professional LINER 
Markers. These refillable pens come in five nib widths for a variety of 
different marks, with my favourite the 1mm: able to be used on point 
for detail and on its side for a sketchier approach.

AERO COLOR® Professional LINER Markers give me the ability to 
make continuous lines, and being refillable, I can mix my own colours 
in them. The coarse surface of the canvas wears down the nibs, but 
these are easily replaced.

AERO COLOR® Professional is perfect for my airbrush too, right the 
way down to ultra- fine 0.15mm nozzles, so I can make spray effects in 
the same colours I’m using in the rest of the painting. In fact, because 
I can use AERO COLOR® Professional directly from the pipette or 
bottle, with my brushes, with Liner Markers, my airbrush and – as it 
is an acrylic – with my painting mediums to alter its structure, AERO 
COLOR® Professional makes up about 80% of my paintings.
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For the rest, I use Schmincke Finest Artists' Acrylic PRIMAcryl®, as 
the buttery consistency gives me perfect control over shaping and 
colour blending more solid areas. From late 2016, I have also been 
using the AERO COLOR® Professional TOTAL COVER for opaque 
painting. These dry to a matt, opaque finish and are great through the 
Liner Markers and with my brushes.

I’m a great believer in using the best ingredients to make memorable 
things: this is true of cooking and for painting. They exist in a delicious 
state already – all we need to do is arrange them in our individual way.
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About the artist:

• Born in 1965 in Auckland, Aotearoa New Zealand  
where he currently lives and works.

• Raised in a family of artists
• He has his MFA (1st Class Honours) from Elam School of Fine 

Arts, University of Auckland. 
• He has a proven exhibition and award history, including the 

2011 Molly Morpeth Canaday Award and 2003 Becroft Premier 
Award, 

• He has works in significant collections, such as the Wallace Art 
Trust 

More information on Evan and his art work you will find on his 
website: www.evanwoodruffe.com 
or follow him on instagram: #evanwoodruffe

Evan Woodruffe is represented by PAULNACHE www.paulnache.com

The described product attributes and application examples have been tes-
ted in the Schmincke laboratory. The information is based on our current 
state of technical findings and experience. Due to the diversity of applica-
tions in terms of painting techniques, materials and working conditions, 
as well as numerous possible influences, this information is based on a 
general application range. A legally binding guarantee of specific attributes 
or the suitability for a specific usage purpose cannot be derived from our in-
formation; therefore the use of the products must be adapted to the users' 
individual conditions and tested in trials. For this reason, we cannot provide 
a warranty for product attributes and/or assume liability for damages that 
occur in connection with the use of our products.

By the way:  Specifics for handling and product safety you will find on our 
website www.schmincke.de  (e.g. download/safety data sheets). 

For special questions please don´t hesitate to ask our team in the lab! 
The best way to get in contact with them is via mail at:
laborteam@schmincke.de.  


